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Structuring the ©Functional Yoga Therapy I Session    

There are various ways to structure your Yoga Therapy session with clients.  Many 
times, all the best plans are thrown out the moment the client enters the door – based 
on what they are presenting with, how they move the conversation/assessment 
depending on their needs, and also your own changes that occur as you are observing 
and interacting with the client. 

Functional Yoga Therapy is based upon the Panchamayakosha model of health 
and healing: 

 Anamayakosha – The physical body 

 Pranamayakosha – The energy/breath body

 Manomayoakosha – The emotional body and mundane thought

 Vijnyanamayakosha – The Witness body; observer; higher mind

 Anandamayakosha – The bliss body; freedom body 

Of key importance:  The client will knock at your door presenting through any of 
these sheaths.  It may be the physical body, or perhaps an emotional issue.  With good 
rapport and clear follow up you will in many ways guide your client to touch and open 
into all of these sheaths.  

Our main goal is to uncover the deepest underlying causes, from which we are noting 
the symptoms.  This is not always possible in the first session; but it needs to be kept 
in mind as you are seeking the most effective tools.  

Intake/Interview/Assessment:
• The Intake Form is an important tool in gathering information for the eventual 

treatment plan.  In addition, the intake form is also valuable for the self-inquiry 
process of the client.  

o NOTE: I ask my clients to fill out prior to our visit.  My reasons are varied:

 Its gives my clients a bigger understanding of how I seek to 
understand their “whole self.”

 It allows me to take time ahead of the appointment to look at some 
of the facets of my client; and in some cases, to update my 
knowledge of what I need to know (especially with different chronic 
illnesses).  
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• I have specific questions I then ask when my client arrives – mostly to update and 
get further information from what they’ve filled out prior.  

• The Assessment process involves:

o A body scan.  In some clients this is longer.  For many, I combine the body 
scan with my postural assessment.

 I might ask my client to look inside as I am looking at their posture – 
and to tell me such things as: 

• Where do they feel greater density in the feet, legs, hips, 
torso, etc.

• Do they feel like they stand equally, or favor one side.

• Do they feel their breath moving into their torso equally or 
greater in specific areas.  

• If there is a lot of emotion in the initial interview, I may lay 
them down and ask them to tell me where in their body they 
experience what they are sharing with me. 

o Postural Assessment: 

 Standing (if possible) – from the feet up

o Testing for symmetries/assymetries in body – muscle strength/
weakness; holding patterns, etc. 

 NOTE:  FYT-1 utilizes the Postural Assessment as well as a 
sequence of movements such as the Joint Freeing Series to 
determine assymetries and imbalances.  For more in-depth 
assessment techniques, consider taking the Functional Yoga Therapy 
Advanced Assessment & Treatment Planning certification course 
(www.FunctionalYogaTherapy.com). 

 NOTE:  I often do not do a full body assessment – but center on the 
specific areas of complaint or noticed in the postural exam 

o Breath Assessment:  This can take a variety of ways.

 Formal assessment – when lying down – eyes closed

 Noting breath patterns as we are talking; and as I am assessing 
body.

o Ayurvedic components:  I always check ayurvedic pulses and tongue; and 
do a face assessment as we are speaking.  
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 NOTE:  for FYT-1, have your client fill out a Dosha Determination 
test.  

 I then weave in my findings to the treatment plan.  

 As well, Ayurvedic concepts are important for how the session goes:

• If your client is high vata, they will have an excess of air and 
space element in body, and potentially in mind as well.  It will 
be very important to keep balancing and re-grounding them, 
as well as yourself.  

• Treatment Planning:  There are many facets to this

o I will not assign any practices unless in total agreement with the client.  I 
always ask how much time they have to work on their plan.

 It’s important to understand your client’s willingness to try things 
you suggest. 

o Less is often more – Planning out what you want your client to do is 
important; and especially done in phases.  If they accomplish the first 
phase then move to the next.  Many times, you will re-formulate. 

 It’s important to not overwhelm your client with too large of a 
treatment plan; or to note if they are an advanced practitioner of 
yoga – they may then need a different format.  

o Always observe your client doing the practices assigned, making 
modifications as needed.  

o Assigned practices – I create a daily set with the goal of 15-30”.  

 I ask the client to do the therapeutic work first, and then to move on 
with their own practices (unless we have deemed that some of the 
practices they currently do are creating greater issues). 

o Treatment Plan Components:

 Start with breath work if assigned separately from actual movement 
practices. 

 Somatics is next:  I consider the somatics work to be more powerful 
than many of the asanas; especially in releasing deep held patterns 
in the nervous system & myofascia.

• An  simple accessible example is the Joint Freeing Series.
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 Asana is next: combining components of stretching where needed, 
and strengthening.  

• I rarely assign just a unilateral movement; but almost always 
make sure both sides of the body are worked similarly.  

 Re-setting the Nervous System:  I find that everybody needs this!  
If time during the session we do a short yoga nidra session with 
client fully supported by bolsters, eye bag, and sometimes 
sandbags.  This is almost always assigned (15-30” is easiest done by 
most people)

 Session Folder:  Each client leaves with a folder with all of the 
practices recommended mostly in photo format along with a cover 
sheet to follow.

• Follow-Up:  I offer a variety of follow-up options

o I always offer my clients to send me an email telling me how they are 
doing with their assignment; and to ask any questions to better clarify.  

 KNOW YOUR BOUNDARIES HERE.  I offer to answer a few emails, or 
a short phone call.  If more is needed, I then say that the next step is 
another session. 

o I suggest a follow-up between 1-2 weeks.  This is dependent on what 
we’ve found, what they’ve agreed to do, and the extensiveness of the plan.  

o I also will send photos of them doing some of the key practices, as well as 
my photo handouts.  

 I use an I-phone to take the photos, and send them immediately to 
their emails.  

• Session Time:

o The first session can easily be 75 minutes to 90 minutes.  

o The second session is almost always one hour long.  

Namaste

Maria
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